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U.S. Tsunami Warning System

NOAA/NWS Tsunami Program
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Presentation Notes
The U.S. Tsunami Warning System (TWS) is an “end-to-end system" that addresses all stages of early tsunami warning from initial hazard detection and warning to final communication if timely, accurate, reliable, and effective tsunami forecast and warning products to coastal populations and emergency responders within the U.S. The system also promotes tsunami preparedness and mitigation activities such as community preparedness and public education. The primary operational tasks are to rapidly locate, size, and otherwise characterize tsunami sources, forecast coastal inundation, and assess potential impacts. The TWS provides appropriate guidance messages and graphical products to emergency responders and citizens, allowing them to make well-informed decisions.  Hazard Detection and Forecasts – Consists of detection equipment, acquisition of data from detection/observational networks (seismic, sea-level, and , processing and analyzing data, including initial estimation of event, determining if a wave has been generated, and interpretation of inundation forecast models.  Seismic data from USGS are mission critical data that contribute successful hazard detection and forecasting.Warning Formulation – During the analysis of observational data, tsunami warning centers determine the type of product to generate and who to notify.Warning Dissemination – Products are then disseminated over all available emergency communication circuits, to both emergency management and public.  These include EAS, NAWAS, NOAA Weather Wire, FAA Teletype, dedicated NWS circuits, email, RSS, Website, SMS Messaging, and USGSThe PTWC and NTWC are 24/7 operations ready to receive, process, and disseminate forecasts for their AORs.  The NTHMP enables coordination among states and federal agencies to ensure a coordinated warning system to improve warning guidance and mitigation procedures.  Local Preparedness and Response – Preparedness and outreach programs such as NWS’ TsunamiReady, coordination with NWS WFOs, FEMA’s Vertical Evacuation studies, and USGS’ vulnerability studies help communities be prepared to respond appropriately to TWC products, including evacuation procedures, and plan community infrastructure to reduce economic losses and causalities from tsunami events.Research is a critical component of this end-to-end system.  Research results in improved tsunami detection technologies, warning products and dissemination methodologies, and improved tsunami preparedness and mitigation.  The Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory’s National Center for Tsunami Research performs R&D for monitoring networks and modeling to optimize the speed and accuracy of operational forecasts and warnings.The National Ocean Service provides sea-level detection systems, including tsunami-capable tide gauges that are used in real-time tsunami forecast formulation. The National Data Buoy Center provides maintenance and deployment support for our DART buoys and sea-level sensor arrays.The National Geophysical Data Center provides an archive of tsunami data for retrospective analysis and model development.International interests are served by the International Tsunami Information Center (ITIC).  ITIC provides outreach, training, technical assistance and warning coordination services to ensure that international alerts are received in a timely manner, are understood and interpreted correctly, and are used to properly execute emergency responses that will save lives and property, and reduce impacts on economies.  The Caribbean Tsunami Warning Program (CTWP) facilitates tsunami education and outreach within the  Caribbean region both domestically and internationally. CTWP also assists with implementation of seismic and sea level sensing plans in support of the Caribbean Intergovernmental Coordinating Group.   



Global Tsunami Warning System
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Science Objective: Improving Time to Forecast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where we describe the still daunting challenges that face tsunami science…and how we will overcome them!Prior to the first animation, set the scene by describing why this relationship (ie tsunami source uncertainty v. time) is important. It defines the time after origin in which we are able to issue reliable tsunami *forecasts*. We need to know a lot about the source to forward model with reliability…typically either 3 OBP readings or a finite fault model of the source rupture. And if want to be able to forecast for tsunamis generated near the coast we need that information quick…less than 10-15 minutes after origin in most cases.  The first animation then shows this “target zone” of both low source uncertainty and low time after origin. That is where we want to be at the end of the Decade. It is now useful to describe where we were on this graph before Ache. The first thing to note is the importance of seismic waveform analysis in providing the initial indication of tsunami potential. This will likely *always* be the first indicator of a possible tsunami due to the speed of seismic wave propagation and the global density of broadband seismometers. But the operational relationship between an EQ and a tsunami is a little like that between a super-cell thunderstorm and a tornado. You *probably* are going to have a tornado *somewhere* nearby, and in the biggest cells it is a near certainty, but until you *directly observe the tornado*, you do not have enough information to verify its existence, let alone predict its path. Similarly, prior to Ache, we were not able to confirm the existence of or know enough about the tsunami to forecast until it was observed on a coastal gauge, and even this observation did not provide nearly enough information to issue reliable down-stream forecasts. We simply had no capability to skillfully model and forecast tsunamis in real time prior to 2004.  The next animation shows how much things have improved since Ache primarily due to (1) DART, (2) w-phase CMT and (3) USGS FF model. All three of these have worked together to give us the capability to both detect, and produce forecasts for subduction zone/megathrust-induced tsunamis in real-time before they impact distant coastlines.  You could argue that we have *solved* the far-field problem for this class of tsunami…a tremendous achievement in a relatively short time!   But this also highlights the remaining critical gap that must be closed if we are to achieve the vision of the Decade. Current sensing and analysis techniques do not give us enough information to create reliable impact forecasts in the near or even regional. CMT *alone* can provide good “first-guess” basin-wide propagation forecast, but is insufficient to fully constrain the tsunami source—which is a requirement for issuing consistently accurate coastal amplitude forecasts. The final animation of course shows how we imagine achieving the Vision of the Decade. Through a combination of 4G DART, GNSS, Dedicated Observatories, and instrumentation of industry F/O cable, we can learn enough about the tsunami source, in a short enough timespan, to create accurate forecasts. And it is important to emphasize accuracy. We KNOW they will be accurate…this isn’t like weather prediction where new uncertainties get introduced over time. In tsunami if you KNOW the source…you KNOW the forecast!!!  I normally go back to the importance of seismic analysis (or *feeling the EQ*) once more before leaving this slide. It will likely *always* be our first indication of danger. And it might be the *only* indication of danger before impact in some areas. 



GNSS sensors: 
Scaling up?

GNSS



Instrumentation of Deep-ocean Cables: 
Is this the “breakthrough” opportunity of The Decade?  

Source:  M. Chandler using GMT

Industry Cables
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Many of the sensing strategies described in slide 3 will be achieved whether there is something called a UN Ocean Decade or not. But the biggest prize, and the one that only an initiative like the UN Decade could make possible, might be the opportunity to leverage the massive undersea fiber-optic cable networks.  The possibility of obtaining direct, high-density bottom pressure data across virtually the entire ocean basin in real-time would be nothing short of game-changing.  It would present the opportunity to provide (1) real-time, accurate tsunami impact forecasts in the coastal near-fields, and (2) means of detecting, measuring and potentially providing advanced warning of tsunamis created by poorly understood seismic sources (e.g., Palu Bay tsunami), or non-seismic sources (e.g., Anak Krakatau). These gaps represent the “final frontier” in operational tsunami forecast and warning. Instrumentation of industry f/o cable could just be the key to success, and the Decade may provide the critical engagement opportunities to make it happen!Rfs = ready for service
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Detection and Observation

• Seismic Networks
◦ Alaska, Hawaii, Caribbean

• Sea-Level Networks
– 39 Deep-Ocean Assessing and 

Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) 
observation systems
◦ National Data Buoy Center

– Coastal sea-level stations
◦ Center for Operational 

Oceanographic Products and 
Services (210)

◦ Tsunami Warning Centers (23)NOAA/NWS Tsunami Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each DART® station consists of a surface buoy and a seafloor bottom pressure recording (BPR) package that detects pressure changes caused by tsunamis. The surface buoy receives transmitted information from the BPR via an acoustic link and then transmits data to a satellite, which retransmits the data to ground stations for immediate dissemination to NOAA's Tsunami Warning Centers, NOAA's National Data Buoy Center, and NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL). 



Forecasting and Warning
• National Tsunami Warning Center
• Pacific Tsunami Warning Center
• Pacific Marine Environmental 

Laboratory (models)

• National Centers for 
Environmental  Information (coastal 
elevation and historical archive)

NOAA/NWS Tsunami Program

National Tsunami Warning Center, Palmer, Alaska Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (at the NOAA Daniel K. 
Inouye Regional Center), Honolulu, Hawaii

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Models operated on NOAA supercomputer resources inform the TWCs about tsunami forecasts, including wave amplitude and arrival time.RIFT: Real-time Inundation Forecast of Tsunami (RIFT):  PTWC’s primary model for forecasting tsunami amplitude at international locations. This forecast, based on the W-phase seismic centroid moment tensor, most closely matched the DART data.  It demonstrates why Hawaii had a potential threat from this tsunami.  The main beam of energy was aimed directly at the Hawaiian Islands.ATFM: Alaska Tsunami Forecast Model (ATFM): NTWC’s primary model for forecasting tsunami amplitude at domestic locations. SIFT: Short-term Inundation Forecast of Tsunamis (SIFT): PMEL model that can be used by both TWCs.



Preparedness and Mitigation

• National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program
– NOAA, Federal Emergency Management

Agency, U.S. Geological Survey, 28 states
and territories

• TsunamiReady Program
– 195 U.S. communities 

• Weather Forecast Offices

NOAA/NWS Tsunami Program
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Education and Outreach are critical components of the Tsunami Warning System.  For instance pre-education and outreach was recognized with saving lives during the American Samoa Tsunami on Sept. 30, 2009.  Japan has a very strong outreach and education program, and it has been determined the loss of life would have been greater there had the Japanese not prepared their citizens for a tsunami.The NTHMP is partnership that NOAA leads, along with our partners in FEMA, the USGS, and 28 coastal states, territories and commonwealths.  It focuses on developing consistent national approaches for outreach and education, evacuation map guidelines, tsunami inundation modeling guidelines, and warning coordination between our U.S. TWCs and State and local governments.  The Culture of Tsunami Preparedness and Response focuses on education and outreach for not only the residents of at-risk areas by also visiting populations such as tourists who need to know how to respond to a tsunami should one threaten the location where they are at.  Hawaii, California, Oregon, Washington, and Puerto Rico all have great education programs for residents and visitors located in Tsunami risk areas.Education and preparedness are critical for near-shore earthquakes, where the earthquake is the warning.  Through our joint education efforts, we stress the importance of moving to higher ground when you are at the coast and feel a long, strong earthquake, see the sea withdraw or rise rapidly, or hear a loud roar from the ocean.  



International Commitment—IOC

NOAA supports the UN’s Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission as Tsunami 
Service Provider for the Pacific (PTWS) 
and Caribbean (CARIBE EWS) through: 

– Pacific Tsunami Warning Center
– International Tsunami Information 

Center
– Caribbean Tsunami Warning Program
– National Weather Service 

Headquarters
NOAA/NWS Tsunami Program

Presenter
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The ITIC and CTWP are NWS facilities managed by NWS regions, but aligned with the Tsunami Program at NWS Headquarters for direction and guidance.  



Rethinking Ocean Observations:
Reducing Uncertainty in Global Tsunami Forecasts

Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Ocean Observations
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To achieve the Vision of the Decade, we cannot continue to rely to base our capability on seismic waveform analysis alone. Tsunamis must be detected and measured *in the ocean* in order for reliable forecasts to be produced.  Many sensors will need to contribute (GPS ground stations, in-situ seismometers, hydrophones, BPRs, gliders, coastal radars, water level stations, dedicated cabled observatories, instrumented industry cable and of course stand-alone precisely located BPR/Buoy systems). Many are low or *no cost*…and *every* coastal country in world can and should contribute at some level.
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